Hint Availability Slows Completion Times in Summer Work
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ABSTRACT
On-demand help in intelligent learning environments is typically
linked to better learning, but may lead to longer completion times.
This present work provides an analysis of how students interacted
with a summer learning assignment when on-demand help was
available, compared to when it was not. When hints were
available from the start, students were more likely to delay work,
compared to students for whom step-wise hints were only
available after the third problem. When hints were always
available, participants took significantly more time to complete a
mastery learning assignment,. We interpret this difference in time
to complete the assignment as an opportunity to re-engage in
productive math learning.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H1.2 [Information Systems]: User/Machine Systems – human
factors

General Terms
Measurement, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords
Hints, completion time, randomized controlled trial, ASSISTments

1. INTRODUCTION
Help-functions—including on-demand help, contextualized hints,
or supplementary learning materials [2]—are a major asset of
modern intelligent learning environments. These functions have
often been associated with better student learning outcomes
([1][9][20][25]), but not all help has proven equally effective, and
even well-crafted hints may be used ineffectively by students who
do not actually need them [2]. Research has shown cases in which
help functions fail [1] and has sought to identify the contexts in
which different types of help strategies are most effective
([12][22]).
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Analysis of hint use serves many purposes and may be an obvious
answer to wheel-spinning, where a student persists long past the
point of productive effort [6]. It is also feasible to predict the
problematic behaviors of hint misuse or hint abuse. Previous
research has analyzed relationships between problem-related
features (e.g., problem length, number of hints available, hint
length) and student affect, behavior, and learning
([3][11][13][19]). Among other findings, hint length has been
positively correlated with gaming the system [3], a behavior
incorporating help abuse that is associated with poorer learning
outcomes ([21][23]). Other research has indicated problems
unrelated to the deliberate behavior of students. For example,
poorly designed hints may lead to ineffective hint usage ([4][15]).
Research also suggests that low-knowledge students, or those that
need the most help, are the least likely to use it effectively
([2][3][18]).
In this paper, we present results from a randomized controlled
trial (RCT) that examined how hint availability effected other
aspects of student learning, including the time required for
students to complete the assignment, presented using the
ASSISTments online learning system [11]. To our surprise, we
found that students who were given the option to request ondemand hints appeared to spend more time on tasks unrelated to
the completion of the problem set (e.g., solve other problem sets,
work on learning activities outside of ASSISTments, or engaged
in activities external to the learning system). Specifically, these
students took more time to complete the assignment even though
they did not (a) spend significantly more time on task, (b) answer
significantly more problems, or (c) make significantly more
attempts per problem as compared to the control condition. The
analyses presented herein explore this pattern more thoroughly, in
order to contribute to the growing literature on help systems in
online learning.

2. ASSISTMENTS
ASSISTments is an online learning system designed primarily for
middle school mathematics. The platform allows teachers to
easily create and assign their own problem sets (including
questions, associated solutions, mistake messages, feedback) or to
select from a set of ASSISTments Certified Problems (vetted by
ASSISTment’s expert team) ([11][22]). These problem sets
simultaneously support student learning and serve as automated
formative assessments that provide real-time data to teachers [11].
The platform is also used as a research tool to conduct RCTs

([8][16][26]). ASSISTments logs learning-related features at
multiple granularities (e.g., problem text, problem type, student
actions, timestamps, etc.). Figures 1 and 2 show screenshots of the
types of ASSISTments problems used in the present work. Based
on experimental condition, students were able to request hints,
receive feedback messages, or simply answer the question.

content and was designed to address the 8th grade Common Core
State Standard, “Finding Slope from Ordered Pairs,” [17]. It was
deployed within ASSISTments as a Skill Builder, a type of
problem set requiring students to accurately answer three
consecutive problems in order to complete the assignment.
Students were randomly assigned into one of 12 groups (6 control
and 6 experimental) when they began the problem set. As
depicted in Figure 3, students in each group saw the same 3
problems, but presentation order was randomized to minimize
cheating (i.e., A-B-C, A-C-B, B-A-C, etc.). All students,
regardless of condition, received immediate correctness feedback
(e.g., “Sorry try again: ‘2’ is not correct”).

Figure 1. An example question from the hints-early condition,
presented with its associated hints.

Figure 3. Research Design depicted as a flow chart.
In a Skill Builder, students are able to attempt each problem
multiple times, but (in line with common practice) problem
accuracy is calculated using binary correctness on the student’s
first attempt (1=Right, 0=Wrong) [10]. Students who did not
answer the first three problems correctly were assigned additional
problems randomly selected from a skill bank. In order to provide
all students with adequate learning support, all students were
permitted on-demand hints—regardless of condition—upon
reaching these additional problems.

Figure 2. The same example question as presented in the nohints-early condition.

3. METHODOLOGY
This study used an RCT design in which several linear
presentations of a problem set were embedded within two
conditions: a control condition with on-demand hints (hints-early,
HE) or an experimental condition with on-demand hints only after
the third problem (no-hints-early, NHE). The problem set for this
study (available at [14]) was chosen from ASSISTments Certified

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate how the interface differed by
condition. In the HE condition, students could access hints at any
time by clicking on a button in the lower right corner of their
screen. The problem remained on the screen while video tutorials
and text-based hints were simultaneously delivered (text-based
hints ensured access when school firewalls or connectivity issues
may have limited access to YouTube). In contrast, the NHE
condition only offered a Show Answer button in the lower right
corner of the screen during the first three problems (a design seen
in early intelligent tutors [24]) allowing students who were stuck
to move on to the next problem and eventually complete the
assignment.

3.1

Student Populations

To help retain students’ math skills, the Skill Builder in this study
was one of many assigned as summer work at two suburban high

schools (henceforth Schools A and B) in the Northeastern U.S.
School A was an agricultural/vocational high school that assigned
this Skill Builder to 113 9th graders and 95 10th graders, along
with numerous other Skill Builders (32 in 9th grade, 36 in 10th).
School B was a high school without a known specialization; it
assigned this Skill Builder (as well as 45 others) to 204 9th
graders. Students worked on these assessments throughout the
summer (Jun-Sept 2015) and data was harvested six months later.
Condition distributions were well matched for student gender
(HE: 101 f., 86 m., 29 unknown vs. NHE: 93 f., 89 m., 14
unknown), school, grade level, and classroom section. Students in
both conditions had the same prior Skill Builder completion
rate (HE: M=0.91, Mdn=1.0; NHE: M=0.91, Mdn=1.0, p=.463),
which was computed by dividing the sum of prior Skill Builders
started by the number of prior Skill Builders completed (amongst
all ASSISTments assignments experienced by students in the
sample) . Analysis using Mann-Whitney U tests (which are robust
to skew) with a Benjamini-Hochberg false-discovery rate post-hoc
correction for multiple tests (p<.05) [7], yielded no significant
differences between the two conditions on several measures
including total number of problems solved, time per problem, and
number of attempts.

3.2

Measures Considered

This study considered several measures pertaining to students’
answers and hint patterns. As noted above, students only
completed the Skill Builder when they correctly answered three
consecutive questions using first attempts. However, students
were able to attempt problems multiple times. Students wishing to
advance to the next problem but unable to generate the correct
answer were able to request a bottom-out hint. When hints were
available, students had to view between 1 and 3 regular hints
before they were able to obtain the bottom-out hint, which
provided the correct answer. In the first three problems of NHE
condition, students could select Show Answer, which displayed
only the bottom-out hint, but no additional assistance.
Several measures based on these behavioral patterns were
considered, including: number of problems solved (PS), mean
answer-attempts per problem (MAA), total answer attempts
(TAA), total hint requests (THR) and mean hint requests per
problem (MHR). Spanning conditions, participants required 9.12
problems on average (Mdn=9.0, SD=3.32) to complete the
assignment. Spanning conditions and problems, students averaged
16.14 total answer attempts (Mdn=14.0, SD=10.72), or 1.72
answer attempts (Mdn=1.71, SD=0.78) per problem. On average,
students requested approximately one hint per nine problems
(Mdn=0.0 , SD=2.23) throughout the Skill Builder. There were no
significant differences in the aforementioned measures by
condition according to Mann-Whitney U tests conducted with
false discovery rate post-hoc corrections.
Next, we assessed several time-based measures to determine how
hints were affecting students’ completion rates. Basic measures
including the number of days and weeks it took for a student to
finish the Skill Builder were considered. These measures were
analyzed both by completion time and by week of completion. As
the data was heavily skewed (most students finished in week 1), a
Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze completion time. Six
months after beginning the study, when data was harvested,
seventy-two students (18%) had not completed the Skill Builder.
Students who completed the Skill Builder were grouped according
to whether it had taken them 1, 2, 3, or 4 or more weeks to
complete, while those who never finished the Skill Builder were
labeled as incomplete. We also considered, Completion time

(CT, in seconds), or the total time it took students to complete the
assignment, which was calculated by subtracting the start time of
the first problem from the end time of the last problem solved.
Because the time students spent solving a problem in the
assignment was skewed, with a median of 1.1 minutes (M=18.60
hr, Min=2 sec, Max=74.96 days), this value was windsorized to
15 minutes (900 sec) in order to exclude irrelevant classroom
conditions (e.g., disconnection from the network, students moving
on to a different activity without logging out, etc.). The fifteenminute time frame accounted for 93% of the data.
We also calculated windsorized measures of time-on-problem
(TOP, in seconds) for each problem in the Skill Builder that the
student attempted to solve (i.e., end time minus start time for each
problem). This measure was subsequently used to generate several
others, including mean time-per-problem (MTPP), which
showed a mean of 1.78 min (Mdn=1.72 min, SD=0.84 min) across
all students. For each student, TOP was also totaled across all
attempted problems (TOP-total), resulting in a mean of 15.85
minutes (Mdn=15.2 min, SD=9.22 min) across all students.
Finally, total time-between-problems (TTBP), was calculated
by subtracting TOP-total from each students’ completion time.
Readers should note that because students were allowed to return
to this assignment over the course of the summer, these values
were comparatively large (M=6.75 days, Mdn=24.63 min,
SD=14.49 days). However, as Table 1 shows, variation among
students who took more than one week was minimal at the
problem level.
Table 1. Mean values of time-based measures according to
completion-time categories (weeks).
Week

PS

TOP-total

MTPP

TTBP

CT

1
2
3
≥4
Incomplete

9.15
10.04
9.00
11.81
5.55

20.2 m
35.9 m
38.2 m
38.6 m
16.9 m

2.2 m
3.7 m
4.4 m
3.3 m
3.6 m

0.48 d
10.1 d
18.5 d
40.8 d
5.4 d

0.49 d
10.1 d
18.5 d
40.8 d
N/A

Note. PS – problems solved; TOP-total – total time on problem; MTPP – mean time per
problem; TTBP – total time between problems; CT – completion time, m = minutes, d = days

4. RESULTS
ASSISTments automatically logged data in analyzable form. The
following subsections present the results on hint usage, problem
attempts, skill builder completion, and time-on-problem.

4.1

Hint Usage and Problem Attempts

This study used four primary measures of student actions,
including total answer attempts, mean answer attempts, total hint
requests, and mean hint requests per problem. Because the two
conditions in this study only applied to the first three problems
(after which, students in the no-early-hints condition also had
access to regular hints), we report on values for the first three
problems and those that follow separately.
Table 2 presents significant differences both between and withinconditions. There were no significant differences between
conditions with respect to the number of attempts per problem or
the total number of attempts used in solving the first three
problems of the Skill Builder. That is, the availability of hints in
the first three problems did not effect the number of attempts used
or the number of hints requested over the course of the
experiment. Likewise, the significant differences observed within
condition all trended in the same direction, suggesting little to no
effect.

Table 2. Significant differences in answer attempts and hint
requests by condition and within condition (p<.05).
HE vs. NHE

Table 3. Number of students per condition who completed the
Skill Builder each week

1st 3 vs. Other problems

Measure

1st 3

Others

HE

NHE

TAA

NS

NS

Others > 1st3

Others > 1st3

MAA

NS

NS

NS

Others > 1st3

THR

N/A

NS

1st3 > Others

N/A

MHR

N/A

NS

1st3 > Others

N/A

HE (N=215)

NHE (N=196)

1
2
3
≥4
Incomplete

125 (58%)
15 (7%)
5 (2%)
30 (14%)
40 (19%)

137 (70%)
13 (7%)
3 (1%)
13 (7%)
31 (16%)

Note. HE – hints-early; NHE – no-hints-early

Note. TAA – total answer attempts; MAA – mean answer attempts; THR – total hints
requests; MHR – mean hint requests; HE – hints-early; NHE – no-hints-early; NS – not
significant

4.2

Weeks

4.3

Hint Usage and Time-on-Problem

Hint availability could effect time-on-problem (TOP) in more
than one way, even when students use hints effectively. Students
who need hints may be expected to answer more slowly than their
peers, but powerful hints may actually reduce the time that a
struggling student takes to complete a problem (compared to a
situation in which the same student did not have access to hints).

Hint Usage and Skill Builder Completion

One of the most important measures in this study was whether or
not students were eventually able to demonstrate skill mastery by
consecutively answering three of the Skill Builder questions
accurately. Chi Squared tests revealed no significant difference
between conditions in the proportion of students who did not
complete the Skill Builder (X2(1, N=412)=0.714, p=.398).

Table 4 (calculated with the Benjamini-Hochberg correction)
shows a complex interaction between time-per-problem and hint
use, but overall there were few differences between conditions.
On the whole, the use of (regular) hints lead to longer time on
problem (TOP) measures, but the effect of bottom-out hints
differed by condition. In both conditions, students who used
bottom out hints took longer to complete problems than those who
did not use them. However, those who used bottom-out hints in
the HE condition took less time per problem than those who only
requested one (regular) hint. The latter pattern could be indicative
of gaming behavior, and this warrants further investigation, but it
is also possible that students who quickly realized their mistakes
clicked through to the bottom-out hint in order to start work on the
next problem.

Non-completion in both conditions was associated with lower
prior Skill Builder completion rates, suggesting that students’
inability to master this Skill Builder was indicative of larger issues
in completeing their mathematics assignments. Non-completion
was also associated with higher numbers of hint requests and
answer attempts, both of which occurred across significantly
fewer problems than worked by students who were able to
complete the Skill Builder. Finally, non-completion was
associated with significantly longer time worked across problems
(TOP-total).
Despite nearly identical Skill Builder completion rates, the two
conditions differed significantly in the time it took students to
complete the problem set (HE: M=208.23 hrs, Mdn=38.55 min,
NHE: M=67.52 hrs, Mdn=20.9 min, U=16835, p=.008).
Specifically, as shown in Table 3, students in the no-hints-early
condition completed the Skill Builder faster than those in the
hints-early condition. These results were complemented by Chi
Squared results that analyzed the distribution of students
completing the assignment over several weeks, X2(4,
N=411)=8.981, p=.062. Again, this might seem obvious, as
students who access hints tend to take longer to digest problem
and feedback content, but further analysis suggests other factors
should also be considered.

Results further indicated that differences were driven by hint use
effects in the first three problems, where students who did not
have access to hints (the NHE condition) were significantly
slower at answering than those who did (HE) (M=1.92 min,
Mdn=1.80 min vs M=1.65 min, Mdn=1.37 min). This was a
predictable difference, as struggling students in the HE condition
could ask for hints, thereby removing themselves from this
calculation, while struggling students in the NHE condition could
only remove themselves from this calculation by requesting a
bottom-out hint.

Table 4. Time-on-problem comparison by condition (in minutes)
Mean (SD)

Median
Bottom-out
Hint

Regular Hints Requested
Condition

N

0 Hints

N

1 Hint

N

2 Hints

N

First 3 Problems
HE
NHE
Other Problems
HE
NHE
All Problems
HE
NHE

373
191
182
366
190
176
377
195
182

1.78 (1.15)
1.65* (1.17)
1.92* (1.13)
1.52 (0.92)
1.50 (0.87)
1.53 (0.98)
1.58 (0.78)
1.50 (0.73)
1.67 (0.83)

103
103
0
22
13
9
113
104
9

3.62 (1.33)
3.62 (1.33)
N/A
2.52 (1.93)
2.02 (1.92)
3.25 (1.82)
3.50 (1.37)
3.53 (1.33)
3.25 (1.82)

0
0
0
59
30
29
58
29
29

N/A
N/A
N/A
3.27 (1.23)
3.20 (1.33)
3.37 (1.15)
3.32 (1.17)
3.28 (1.20)
3.37 (1.15)

167
81
86
56
29
27
174
87
87

Note. Units are in minutes. *p<.05. N – number of students; HE – hints-early; NHE – no-hints-early.

2.98 (1.45)
3.47* (1.33)
2.55* (1.43)
3.27 (1.23)
3.23 (1.33)
3.28 (1.15)
3.05 (1.35)
3.45* (1.27)
2.65* (1.33)

Regular Hints Requested
0 Hints

1 Hint

2 Hints

1.48
1.37*
1.80*
1.33
1.33
1.42
1.53
1.52
1.57

3.85
3.85
N/A
1.78
1.65
3.65
3.65
3.63
3.65

N/A
N/A
N/A
3.02
2.92
3.47
3.22
2.93
3.47

Bottom-out
Hint
2.95
3.43*
2.53*
2.98
2.93
3.02
3.03
3.40*
2.70

Significant differences within and between conditions
(summarized in Table 5) showed trends that suggested that
behavior in the first three problems was driving the differences
between the two conditions, where hint-access was restricted to
the students in the HE condition. Interestingly, in the first three
problems the mean time per problem was statistically similar.
That is, for the first three problems, the HE and NHE condition
did not differ overall, which suggests the need for understanding
individual differences, such as those highlighted in Table 4. The
significant differences between conditions emerged primarily in
total time between problems (TTBP) and in the total completion
time (CT), with students in the hints-early condition showing
larger values for both measures.

that students in the HE condition were taking more time between
problems to process the new material they were learning. An
alternative explanation is that students were procrastinating—
deliberately putting off working on the Skill Builder out of
difficulty or apathy (as summer work is highly self-regulated).
These students could have been seeking out an easier Skill Builder
to work on or may have spent their time doing something
completely unrelated. Still, this latter interpretation may not be
detrimental if students were using the time to work on other
assignments. As Baker and colleagues have suggested [5], a
student that goes off task and is able to re-engage afterwards may
be more productive in the long run than those who persist at all
costs.

Table 5. Time Measures per Condition (p<.05).

6. CONCLUSION

HE vs. NHE
1st 3
Others

1st 3 vs. Other problems
HE
NHE

MTPP

NS

NS

1st3 > Others

NS

TTBP

HE > NHE

NS

NS

Others > 1st3

CT

HE > NHE

NS

NS

Others > 1st3

Note. MTPP – mean time-per-problem; TTBP – total time between problems; CT –
completion time; HE – hints-early; NHE – no-hints-early; NS – not significant

Further analyses revealed complementary patterns in withincondition differences. Students in the hints-early condition had
significantly higher mean time-per-problem (MTPP) on the first
three problems than they did on later problems (M=3.67 min,
Mdn=2.63 min vs. M=2.17 min, Mdn=1.98 min, U=13281,
p<.001), suggesting that those who effectively used these hints in
the first three problems were learning the material well enough to
complete later problems more efficiently. There were no
significant differences in this group for other time-based measures
(TTBP or CT). In contrast, students in the no-hints-early
condition showed no significant differences for MTPP, but had
longer TTBP and CT patterns for later problems than for the first
three problems.

5. DISCUSSION
The present experiment was designed to explore the effects of
ASSISTments’ on-demand hints system. For ethical reasons, we
limited differences between the control condition (providing
hints) and the experimental condition (withholding hints) to the
first three problems. All students had access to hints following the
third problem to retain overall learning. However, effects could be
seen even after students had moved past these first three
problems.
The data used in the study was collected from one of many Skill
Builders assigned to students for summer work. We explored the
data using several different measures, extracting information
about the number of attempts each student made, the number of
hints (regular or bottom-out) they requested, and the length of
time needed to complete the assignment.
Some findings were quite predictable, as reading hints would take
more time than simply answering problems, assuming students
were assigned problems that matched their current ability.
However, other findings were more surprising. Even though
students made the same number of attempts per problem and per
assignment, those in the HE condition took significantly longer to
complete the Skill Builder.
Students in the HE condition also spent relatively more time
between problems compared to those in the no-hints-early
condition, but only during the first three problems, where
conditions were truly distinct. One interpretation of this finding is

This work presented an investigation of how students completing
summer work responded to having or not having hints available
on the first three problems of a Skill Builder assignment within
the ASSISTments online learning system. When hints were
available from the start, students were more likely to delay work
in comparison to students for whom step-wise hints were only
available after the third problem. When hints were always
available, participants took significantly more time to complete
the Skill Builder. We interpreted the difference in completion
times as an opportunity to re-engage towards more productive
math learning. In future work, we plan to conduct a similar study
during the school year to examine how results differ in a more
controlled and less self-regulated learning environment.
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